The emergence of technologies capable of storing detailed records of object locations has 2 presented scientists and researchers with a wealth of data on object movement. Yet 3 analytical methods for investigating more advanced research questions from such detailed 4 movement datasets remain limited in scope and sophistication. Recent advances in the 5 study of movement data has focused on characterizing types of dynamic interactions, 6 such as single-file motion, while little progress has been made on quantifying the degree 7 of such interactions. In this article, we introduce a new method for measuring dynamic 8 interactions (termed DI) between pairs of moving objects. Simulated movement datasets 9 are used to compare DI with an existing correlation statistic. Two applied examples, team 10 sports and wildlife, are used to further demonstrate the value of the DI approach. The DI 11 method is advantageous in that it measures interaction in both movement direction 12 (termed azimuth) and displacement. As well, the DI approach can be applied at local, 13 interval, episodal, and global levels of analysis. However the DI method is limited to 14 situations where movements of two objects are recorded at simultaneous points in time. 15
ABSTRACT: 1
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In conclusion, DI quantifies the level of dynamic interaction between two moving 16 objects, allowing for more thorough investigation of processes affecting interactive 17 moving objects. This approach differs from recent developments in movement analysis which focus on 47 identifying patterns, defined a priori, from large movement databases. 48
The objective of this work is to extend a previously developed statistic (Shirabe 49 2006) to a measure capable of quantifying the degree of dynamic interaction between 50 moving objects. The new method (termed DI) measures dynamic interaction in 51 coincidental movement segments, that is, it requires movement data of two individuals 52 recorded simultaneously. The DI method is separable into components measuring 53 dynamic interaction in movement direction (azimuth) and movement distance 54 (displacement), termed DI θ and DI d respectively. Further, DI is appropriate with the four 55 analysis levels (local, interval, episodal, and global -see The statistic -r, could be advanced in three ways. First, it is dependant on the 75 mean vector of each path, and thus measures correlations in movement deviations from 76 their respective means. The statistic, r, cannot be used for testing direct interactions 77 between two moving objects unless their corresponding mean vectors are identical or 78 near identical. An improved statistic would not rely on this overall mean value. Second, r 79 is unable to disentangle the effects of correlations in movement azimuth and distance, 80 while being sensitive to both. Decomposing such a statistic into components based on 81 movement direction (termed azimuth) and distance (displacement) would be beneficial, 82
as it would allow interactions in these two independent components of movement to be 83 coordinates (x, y) are recorded coincidentally at discrete times t = 1 … n, termed fixes. 137 
Azimuth -θ 147
To investigate the interaction in movement azimuths we take the cosine of the 148 angle between them. This is simply calculated as: 149
where θ t is the angle of movement at time- 
Where |·| is the absolute value operator, and α is a scaling parameter defaulting to 1. The 169
approaches zero when interaction is the product between the azimuthal term (f t ) and displacement term (g t ): 181
We are motivated to use the functions f t and g t to provide a statistic that covers the range 183
[-1, 1] as was done in Shirabe (2006) . Positive values of di t correspond to cohesive or 184 positively interactive movements, while negative values can be interpreted as repulsion or 185 opposing movements. Values near zero should be interpreted as having no interaction. 186
The di statistics measure dynamic interaction based on similarity in azimuth (θ) 187 and displacement (d) of simultaneous movement segments but do not account for the 188 proximity of moving objects. Thus, di represents a similarity index taken in a normalized 189 plane (i.e., the distance between the two objects has no impact on the resulting value). 190 We are motivated to use this type of formulation as the spatial proximity required for 191 dynamic interaction to occur is application specific. It is up to the analyst to decide if two 192 moving objects maintain a requisite proximity for dynamic interaction to occur, then such 193 interaction can be measured using di. In cases where actual spatial contact is required, for 194 example when identifying points-of-interest in large movement databases (e.g., Benkert 195 et al. 2007 ), the di method should not be employed. The global formulation is also appropriate for interval and episodal levels of 222 analysis. Here we simply replace n with some interval or episode length n', where n' < n. 223
This type of analysis can be illuminating when analyzing interactions in larger movement 224 datasets, where varying levels of dynamic interaction may occur at different points in the 225 movement paths. 226
Time-and Distance-based Weighting 227
In instances where the sampling interval of the n fixes is unequal it is desirable to 228 scale the statistic based on the temporal duration of each movement segment. In practice, 229 this would give more weight to segments of longer duration and less weight to shorter 230 segments. Temporal weighting may also be used to account for missing fixes, common to 231 GPS-based tracking data. Let Δ t correspond to the temporal duration of segment t, where 232
T is the total duration of the entire movement path. Then a time weighted 233 version of (10) is defined as: 234
Viewed in light of the uncertainty associated with movement data, this form of temporal 236 weighting may be counter-intuitive. That is, it may be logical to assign weights inverselyproportional to the duration between fixes; lower weights to segments with higher 238 uncertainty (i.e., more time between fixes) and higher weights to segments with higher 239 certainty or finer space-time resolution. 240
Similarly, we can define a distance-based weighting scheme for (10) . Based on the 249 average displacement a distance-weighted version of (10) is defined as: 250
However, the average displacement of two objects movement segments is misleading 252 when one object has a large displacement and the other has a small displacement. Thus, 253 other distance measures are worth investigating for alternative distance-based weighting 254 schemes, keeping in mind that the sum of the weights should equal one. The equations 255 (11) and (12) can be combined to provide a time-and distance-based weighting scheme. 256
It is important to note that time-and distance-based weighting is really only useful when 257 interpreting global results when there is benefit to assigning segments weights based on 258 duration or distance. 259
Another interesting extension to studying correlations in movement paths is when 260 movements interact with a temporal lag, for example when trend-setting occurs, as 261 described by Laube et al. (2005) . The DI statistic can be modified to evaluate dynamic 262 interactions at a temporal lag. To measure dynamic interactions at a temporal lag, select a 263 time lag -k, where k is generally taken to be a multiple of the fix interval (i.e., if fixes are 264 taken at even intervals the time between consecutive fixes). Then we can, alternatively 265 define di θ and di d as: 266
The global statistics (DI, DI θ , DI d ) can be computed as before, using the time lagged 269 versions of di θ (13) and di d (14) . 270
Data 271

Simulated Data 272
Six simulated data sets are used to highlight the utility of the DI statistic and the 273 benefit of extensions it makes to r (Shirabe 2006) . A single random walk (n = 10) is used 274 to generate a movement path that is the bases for the simulation examples. We used 275 manual permutations to the spatial coordinates of the original random walk to produce 5 276 new movement paths that represent 5 unique dynamic interaction scenarios (Table 1) . 277
The first scenario simulates two objects moving with strong-positive dynamic interaction. 278
The second scenario uses the same two paths as the first scenario, but one is rotated at 279 45°, simulating strong interaction in displacement, and low interaction in azimuth. The 280 third scenario simulates positive interaction in azimuth and no interaction in 281 displacement. The fourth scenario simulates negative interaction in azimuth and no 282 interaction in displacement. The fifth scenario simulates no interaction in azimuth and 283 strong interaction in displacement. The sixth scenario uses a second independent random 284 walk to simulate random interactions between two moving objects. 285 < Approximate location of Table 1 > 286
Athletes -Ultimate Frisbee 287
In team sports players (objects) movements are expected to be highly interactive. 288
Often a defending player is tasked with "covering" an offensive player, and their 289 movements are in reaction to that offensive player. In the sport of ultimate frisbee, 290
offensive players move about the field in an attempt to get open for a pass from their 291 teammates. Defending players cover them, in an attempt to intercept or dissuade passes 292 from being completed. As such, in ultimate frisbee the movements of an offensive player 293 and their defender are highly interactive. We used 5 Hz sports-specific GPS devices 294 (GPSports, Fyshwick, Australia) to monitor the movements of two ultimate frisbee 295 players over a one minute segment during a training game. In this example, the two 296 players cover each other for the entirety of the one minute period. A total of n = 276 GPS 297 locations (out of a possible 300) were simultaneously recorded. Most of the missing 298 locations occur when the players are relatively stationary. At 5 GPS locations per second 299 this represents an extremely detailed movement dataset, appropriate for investigating the 300 intricate movements of athletes. 301
Grizzly Bears in Alberta, Canada 302
To further demonstrate DI, we investigate a previously published dataset 303 containing GPS telemetry locations of a number of grizzly bears in Alberta, Canada 304 The DI method we have developed requires that movement locations be recorded 433 simultaneously. Such a tidy form of movement data (i.e., where objects locations are 434 recorded simultaneously) may not always be available, limiting the ability to implement 435 this method. In such cases, path interpolation methods (e.g., Tremblay et al. 2006) could 436 be used to estimate the locations of one object at coinciding times. Similarly, in many 437 applications the assumption that movement data are collected at a regular interval is not 438 satisfied (e.g., with movement data collected using cell-phone records). This is also the 439 case in many wildlife telemetry studies where missing fixes are common. In the grizzly 440
bear example, we demonstrate the value of temporal weighting the DI statistic to account 441 for uneven sampling intervals. Further, we highlighted how local and episodal analyses 442 can provide unique and valuable insights into the nature of dynamic interactions present 443 in movement datasets. Local analysis reveals the times and locations of dynamic 444 interactions not discernable from global level statistics. When comparing male and 445 female grizzly bears, the dynamic interactions were likely due to mating behavior. This 446 example demonstrates the value of quantifying dynamic interactions in wildlife 447 movement datasets, as they can be related directly to specific social activities. 448
When movement data are collected at too fine a granularity, the movement 449 process (e.g., dynamic interaction) can be masked by data noise (termed over-sampling, 450
Turchin 1998). In these cases, down-sampling can be used to reduce data redundancy in 451 the movement path and improve the process signal to noise ratio. The Table 1 ). 
